Action Karts Business for Sale Christchurch
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Christchurch
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POA
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Tourism/Leisure

Ad ID: 75316

Action Kart Raceway, Christchurch. First Time On The Market In 13
Years
Business for Sale Description
Action Karts Business for Sale Christchurch
Outstanding business opportunity to make some “traction” and own your own indoor Go-kart raceway in
Christchurch.
There is no other indoor dirt kart track in New Zealand quite like it – Our vendor started this business 13 years ago,
and has a loyal customer following, along with those wanting to experience the unique thrill of indoor dirt karting for
the first time.
Go-karting is great for individuals or groups, and popular for corporate team buildings, birthdays, stags/hens’ parties
& tourist groups, or just anyone wanting that adrenalin rush!
Located close to the Christchurch International Airport this business is in a fantastic location and easy to locate.
The indoor dirt kart track is not your typical “point the go-kart and it goes there” race surface, that’s far too easy. At
Action Kart Raceway the wheels lose traction and as you ‘hold on’ the kart slides sideways, giving you two choices:
1. Spin out and watch the rest of the karts roar past you OR
2. Control the slide and set your kart up for the next corner.
Its not easy, but if it was it wouldn't’t be fun!!!
The business demonstrates year on year consistent revenue with impressive returns to a working owner.
An ideal business for a car enthusiast that likes the adrenalin rush, alternatively it can easily be run by an
entrepreneur or automotive mechanic seeking a change while earning a solid return on investment.

Gain some traction now – don’t let this opportunity slip away.
Genuine inquires call me now.
To find out more, go to www.linkbusiness.co.nz/CS00256 and press the “Enquire Now” button to complete an online
confidentiality agreement.
***Some details of the business for sale are confidential and can only be disclosed upon contacting the broker and a
completion of a Confidentiality Agreement. Due to the confidentiality of this business a stock photo image may be
used to represent the business. Please contact the broker for further details.
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